
ELIMINATE THE DARKROOM

The COMTAL 1024 Series of Image Proces-

sing Systems allows you to do just that. Now
you can view photographic quality images

from your digital data without the costly and

time consuming delays associated with itera-

tive photographic processes. You can see

your image data as quickly as you can supply

it and instantaneously alter or enhance it

while you watch.

For the first time, the display is not the lim-

iting factor in your image processing require-

ments. The 1024 Series provides 50 times the

detail and bandwidth available on the best

commercial TV. You will see your image pre-

sented in a sharp, bright and flicker free for-

mat with absolutely no smear between pic-

ture elements. Note the unbelievable detail

in the house and trees of the background

scene photographed directly from a 1024
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As with all COMTAL Image Processing Sys-

tems all operations are donj|in a digital form

providing an extremely stable and precisely

defined image. Complete interaction capa-

bility allows you to alter or enhance your

image presentation while you watch — and

know precisely how you have modified it.
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And since the COMTAL System provides pre-

cise and repeatable element by element in-

teraction with the displayed image, you can

define a point or area on the display and

relate it exactly to your original data source.

COMTAL Syste ~ > ire at work in many U. S.

and Western Europe installations — solv-

ing problems like >
implications incl^jd

high resolution satellite and radar data, e||tH

rescirce studies, aerial mapping and mm I
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many other models are available to match

your image processing demands, including

sjystems providing pseudo or full color.

SYSTEMSIMAGF PRThe 10k 4 Series provides 1024 lines of 1024

disci etc picture elements and are available

6, or

values per picture element. Data feedback

from all refresh and processing memories is

standard. Options include graphic overlay.



THE DIFFICULT MADE EASY

Struggling with a difficult image requirement ?

COMTAL offers you a solution—the COMTAL 8000
Series Image Processing Systems. See your digital

image data in a bright flicker free format as quickly

as you can supply it. No more waiting. And see it

as you have never seen it before—with four times

the detail you can see on the best commercial TV.

Note the whisker detail on our friendly mandril,

along with the full range of color intensities. Again,

four times the color intensity resolution you can

see on the best commercial TV.

Does your application require image display in

black and white, pseudo-color, or true color? The
COMTAL 8000 Series does it all.

Now, back to your image. Study it. Take all the

time you need. Since all image storage and proces-

sing is done in a digital manner, your image is pre-

cisely defined, picture element by picture element,

and completely stable. Does your image need to

be altered, enhanced, color corrected, or re-scaled?

COMTAL's complete interactive capability allows

you to do it all while you watch. And you do it in

a precisely defined manner without destroying the

original stored image!

Remember, if your application demands true image
processing, don't expect any graphics terminal to

do your job. You need a COMTAL 8000 System, f

A wide variety of models and options are available

to meet your image processing demands. Applica-

tions include weather data analysis, earth resources

studies, medical and industrial x-rays, radar — jiist

to name a few.

The 8000 Series provides 512 lines of 512 viewable

picture elements and is available with one, two,

three or four image capability. Each pixel of each

image is represented by 256 stored brightness lev-

els. Complete data feedback, local control panel,

test patterns, separate tunc ion memory for each
image, pseudo-cc ^ability, desk and 25 infh

itor are stc, ... jr al! models. True color is

ard on systems with three or more images.

II data transfers are completely buffc ed allowi >

transfer rates from 0 to greater than "0^ pi

second.

Options include separate graphic ovferlays for eacl

image, target/trackball, programmable target and
color graphics and target.

Make it easy. Call or write — MAGE PROCESSING SYSTEMS
COMTAL Corporation 169 North Halstead
Pasadena, California 91107 (213) 793-2134; TWX 910-588-3256



PLEASE SEND ME MORE DETAILED INFORMATION ON YOUR

4000 SERIES SYSTEM
(256x256 Spatial Resolution)

My general application is:

256x256 Spatial Resolution

r 16 Brightness Levels

64 Brightness Levels

256 Brightness Levels

Greater than 256 Levels

Single Image

Pseudo Color

Real-time Interaction

with Image

8000 SERIES SYSTEM
(512x512 Spatial Resolution)

Earth Resource Data

X-ray Analysis

512x512 Spatial Resolution

16 Brightness Levels

i
64 Brightness Levels

256 Brightness Levels

Greater than 256 Levels

D Single Image

Multi Image

True Color

Pseudo-color

Real-time Interaction

with Image

1024 SERIES SYSTEM
(,1024x1024 Spatial Resolution)

Image Processing Research

Other

1024x1024 Spatial Resolution

16 Brightness Levels

n 64 Brightness Levels

256 Brightness Levels

Real-time Interaction

with Image
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Address City
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THANK YOU . . for your interest in COMTAL
Image Processing Systems. We have enclosed the infor-

mation that you have requested. COMTAL offers many

models and options to meet your image processing de-

mands. We would be pleased to assist you in the selec-

tion of equipment best suited to your particular appli-

cation.

Please take a moment to fill out the enclosed prepaid

reply card so that we may send you detailed information

on the COMTAL system that can solve your image process-

ing problem.

Sincerely,


